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St. Patrick’s Dinner
MWPCA Community Center, 40 Ridge Avenue
Saturday, March 19th at 6:00 PM
Adults—$20 / Children under 14—$10
For many of us in the community, this event is the highlight of the social calendar for the year!
Cocktail hour starts at 6:00 PM with no-host beer and wine, followed by traditional corn beef and cabbage dinner at 7:00
PM. Dessert follows, along with Irish coffee for adults. Dancing into the evening orchestrated by Foo Kennedy who will also
be the bartender.
Space always fills up quickly, so
please let us know ASAP whether
you plan to attend. There’s room for
just 60 of us, and again last year we
had to turn away a few people who
hadn’t reserved, because there wasn’t enough food.
Kids are welcome - we will have a
movie in the back room for them.
This year Lila Daniels will manage
the event and the kitchen, and she
needs your help! The menu is courtesy of Executive Chef Lynn Hindley,
but she will be in Barcelona this
year, so it’s up to the rest of us to
carry on without her—no small task.
Lynn is leaving behind all her delicious recipes. If there are any of you
in the community who are used to
preparing meals for “the masses,”
please contact Lila to assist.
Those on the committee are: Susan Johnson, Co-Chair, Scott McBernie, Derrick Chan, Diane Curtis and you, perhaps?
Call or email Lila if you’d like to help with set-up, shopping, cooking, serving, managing the film for the kids in the back
room, or clean-up.
- Lila Daniels
lilasd@aol.com or 415/819-0845
Please RSVP to Lila Daniels at 415/383-8422

MWPCA President’s – Happy New Year

Adult International Holiday Party

Looking Backward

Nice, low-key gathering this year at the Clubhouse.
Plenty of
catching up
was done
among
neighbors
and friends,
including
sewer/ septic discussions.
Delicious hors d’oeuvre were brought along to enjoy.
Lynn Hindley’s cheese fondue continues to be a hit.

2010 was a banner year:
• Membership highest in memory
• Finances in excellent shape, strongest year yet for
rentals
• Improvements/maintenance: graveled lower parking lot, covered sandy area in patio, numerous
other items
• Children’s parties for Easter, Halloween, Christmas
• Wednesday night Yoga on the Mountain (thanks,
Sutat)
• With MC Fire Dept., collection and chipping of 852
cubic yards of neighborhood green waste
• Social adult activities: St. Patrick’s, work day,
summer BBQ, annual meeting, Christmas
• Successful Fall Arts Festival booth with new artichoke menu item (thanks, Keith Papulias)
Looking Forward
• Strong Board of dedicated workers
• Maintain or improve membership and finances
• Continue improvements to utility, condition, and
beauty of property
• Conduct all events as last year, plus return of Jazz
Fest
- Peter Hindley

Board Meeting Highlights
Note: Complete MWPCA Board minutes are now
posted online at: http://www.mounttam.org

Work Day on Saturday, April 16 at 9:00 AM
Come join in the fun of helping with upkeep of the
MWPCA Community Center. There’s always plenty to
do, especially after the recent stormy weather.
There is always a long list of simple and complicated
tasks to be done. So, whether you’re handy in the
cleaning department, have some carpentry skills to offer, or no particular skills at all, just drop by and join in.

Kids’ Easter Egg Hunt will be Saturday,
April 23rd from 9:00 AM—11:00 AM
Hold the date. Another splendid year of activities for
our young community members commences with an
Easter Egg Hunt. Jennifer Sheetz will head up events
this year. She can be reached by telephone at:
415/383-3185.
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Kids Christmas Party a Ton of Fun!
The weather cooperated for Santa’s arrival via light flashing
fire truck, much to the delight of all in attendance. Santa’s
eagerly awaited arrival was preceeded by musical entertainment
by Enzo Garcia, mountain
neighbor and well-known area
children’s entertainer. Enzo
played holiday tunes on a variety
of instruments including an awesome version of Silent Night performed on the saw.
The children decorated cookies,
sang songs and enjoyed gifts
presented to everyone from
Santa himself. We are grateful
to Santa, aka Jack Vogenson,
for really taking on the part! Everyone enjoyed food and music and meeting new
neighbors. Thanks to Jenn Sheets for the cookies to decorate and all those of you who brought food to share. It was a
warm and festive event. See you there next year!
- Kit Harris

2010 Annual Meeting and Election
MWPCA Vice President Keith Papulias
hosted the Annual
Meeting while Peter
and Lynn Hindley
were in Barcelona
awaiting the arrival
of their second
grandchild.
As always potluck
dishes were a wonderful mix of dishes
and the feeling of
community ran high.

Muirly, the Woods this Spring
Winter days may be chilly and dark but there’s good news
among the tall trees!
This winter not only brought rain but also salmon…we
watched them spawn as the year closed right at Bridge
Two! Check out pools and quiet spots for the young fish
soon to emerge from the gravels!
On Winter Solstice the park received a special gift: a new
book full of wonderful photographs and an up-to-date essay
on so many aspects of the park history, redwood lore and
much more! Come look for it in the Visitor Center, right
along with a wonderful selection of children’s books, Muir’s
writings and much more…we also published a self-guided
walk on the park’s history…learn new stories about the role
Muir Woods has played in conservation history with this
pocket guide for just $1.
On Earth Day, April 22nd, our neighbor Jean Shinoda Bolen
will release her new book, Like a Tree: How Trees,
Women and Tree People Can Save the Planet…check
park website for when she’ll be at Muir Woods and Book
Passage to meet her and buy the book.
Do you have children in your life that like to explore? Share
the Muir Woods Jr Ranger program with them and let them
earn a unique redwood badge…thanks to our park concession, the Muir Woods Trading Company, children can have
this lasting and ecological memento of their park experience upon completion of the jr ranger booklet. On another
visit they can then do the QUEST, one at Muir Woods and
another at Muir Beach…the QUEST is a poetic treasure
hunt!
We anticipate that it will be a great wildflower season plus a
good year for wildlife. Review safety guidelines for walking
in coyote, bobcat and mountain lion country (do NOT run
from these animals…) as well as take precautions when in
tick or poison oak territory.
The GGNRA Draft Dog Management Plan is available for
review and public comment through April 14. For more information to learn about public open houses and how to
comment, please go to: http://parkplanning.nps.gov/dogplan
or call 415/561-4728.
Have you checked out the new Dias Ridge Trail, sat on the
Veterans Bench off of Old Mine Trail, gone up the new
Coastal Trail alignment at Muir Beach, admired the work on
the Hillside Trail or the clever solution at the Fern Creek
crossing? There’s much to admire along with wildflowers
and butterflies when out in your parks this spring!
- Mia Monroe
Site Supervisor
Muir Woods National Monument
Stay in touch by checking our website regularly
(www.nps.gov/muwo)
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Nancy Klasky Gribler
New MWPCA Board Member
Nancy is a 25-year veteran of entertainment marketing,
advertising, publicity and promotions on both the exhibitor
and agency side. Nancy is the Executive Vice President of
Marketing for Sundance Cinemas, the movie theatre
branch of The Sundance Group, founded by Robert Redford. She oversees all aspects of marketing, advertising,
brand strategy, publicity, promotions and corporate communications.
Nancy moved to the mountain in January of 1980 during a
wild storm
and was
overwhelmed
by ‘the kindness of
strangers’
when she
was stranded
during a
flood. She
married Jeremy Gribler
in 2001 and the two enjoy hikes on Mount Tam, strolling on
Stinson Beach, watching movies and traveling around the
world. They have a cat and a dog, Ella, who loves to hike
on the mountain, too.
Nancy is thrilled that she works from her home office,
where mid-day walks to the mailbox and a new found love
of bird-watching has been a regular part of her day.
For 15 years Nancy was the Vice President of Marketing for
Century Theatres and CinéArts, a national theatre circuit
with one thousand screens. As Director of Advertising at
EvansGroup Marketing Communications entertainment division, she supervised the advertising for major studios and
companies such as Twentieth Century Fox, Gramercy Pictures, Buena Vista Pictures Marketing, New Line and Fine
Line Cinema, Sony Retail Entertainment and Diamond
Back Sports.
Nancy is an alumnus of the Film Department at San Francisco State University and is active in several industry organizations.

Thank you, Kit Harris!
A special thank you to Kit Harris who has left the MWPCA
Board this year to concentrate on her new role as President of
the PTA at Edna Maguire School. Kit has been on the
MWPCA Board for many years. The children’s events she’s
managed over the last several years have been wonderful and
contributed much to the enjoyment of our young community
members. In her usual prompt and thorough way, she has arranged for Jennifer Sheetz to take over for her, so the transition will be smooth as silk.

Neighborhood Preferences: Bringing a Sewer to the Area….or Not?!
Neighbor For the Sewer Option

Neighbor Against the Sewer Option

As a member of the sewer committee that has sponsored the series of meetings held during the last two
years, it seems obvious to me that the primary concern
is cost.

If the sewer comes to Muir Woods Park, this neighborhood on the shoulders of Mt. Tamalpais might never be
the same. It's called Panoramic Highway for a reason,
and everyday I see visitors from around the world,
stopped by the roadside, taking photos in amazement.
We owe it to them, to everyone in the Bay Area, and to
future generations to keep Muir Woods Park green.

Only 33 of the 287 residents within the proposed sewer
district and assessment district have had their septic
systems qualified by the country during the last 25
years. Given the average longevity of 20 years for a
septic system, most of us have a problem or will have
one soon. I think the committee studies make it clear
that we can solve this problem least expensively if we do
it together.
Those who have upgraded their septic systems during
the last few years have indicated that the cost ranged
between $50,000-$60,000, and they still face annual
inspections and potential additional maintenance costs.
By contrast, the costs of switching to a sewer, if we do it
together, are currently estimated at about $38,000 plus
annual maintenance fees of $500.
Some of my neighbors have confided in me that even
the cost of sewers threatens their ability to keep their
home. For these neighbors, I think the process of finding
financing for the sewer will be easier than going it alone
to meet the County’s septic requirements. Either way,
the costs cannot be avoided. Sooner or later, this investment in the value of our homes must be made—the investment in a sewer provides the greater return in the
long run.
I don’t agree with the argument that sewer systems will
open our neighborhood to large-scale real estate development. The owners of every developable lot remaining
in our neighborhood have been contacted. None of them
are planning anything at all for the foreseeable future. If
they were to build, it would be a single residence. Other
County requirements for construction will prohibit large
scale construction. With or without sewers, the remaining lots are too small or have too steep a slope to permit
anything but a single residence, and a small one at that.
As for the other arguments about what is best for the
environment, this much is clear to me: our neighborhood
is currently a source of environmental pollution. I suspect we will not avoid the County’s attention for much
longer. Getting a sewer system is the least expensive
way to be responsible home owners within this beautiful
environment—the sooner the better.
Bill Daniels
604 Panoramic Highway
actbd@aol.com
415/383-8422
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The sewer is a Trojan horse. Have you ever known a developer who wasn't eager to build as many houses as
possible? My street is one narrow lane. With the sewer,
development could add 11 or more houses (with 15-20
cars?) to this winding lane where cars already tango past
each other.
Our neighborhood is a gateway to Mt. Tam State Park,
Muir Woods, and the GGNRA. If we dig up the shoulders
of Mt. Tam, that decision is irreversible. The fragile geology might never recover, and development is inevitable.
Sewer proponents want to exclude those who’d like to opt
out of the project from voting on it, even though it’s our
community in jeopardy.
A Marin Independent Journal article quotes a sewer proponent saying, "The people who are paying for it should
be the ones who have the ability to vote." I disagree. Everyone in the neighborhood is affected by it and should
have the ability to vote. If the sewer comes, we will all be
'paying for it,' in noise, traffic, and, possibly, the permanent loss of this sacred, precious, beautiful land. Save
the Gateway to Mt. Tam! Keep Muir Woods Park Green!
Drew Dellinger
30 Monte Cimas Avenue
drew@drewdellinger.com
(415) 389-8930

Forum soon at the Clubhouse: Alternative Waste Water Treatment: Beautiful, Simple, Sustainable - We
have a group that will explore available EPA approved
and other alternatives and the truth about Septic and
Sewer Systems. State of the art systems regarding
waste treatment are the focus. Can we change the
rules and get the county and state to allow us experimental permitting? How we can protect our land?
- Laura Chariton: laurachariton@comcast.net

Sewer Report
2010 sewer-related activities built upon those of previous years, going back it seems decades, but at
least including:
2004 – Initial public meeting chaired by Steve
Thompson with participation by Supervisor
Steve Kinsey and Dietrich Stroeh
2005 – Community survey showing significant interest in bringing sewer to the area
2006 – Sewer Feasibility Study commissioned
2007 – Sewer Feasibility Study completed, May
meeting
2008 – Report issued by CSW/Stuber-Stroeh of
three feasibility plans with conceptual cost estimates
2009 – Community meeting with LAFCO’s Peter
Banning, David Escobar representing Supervisor Steve Kinsey
2009 – Straw poll shows overwhelming support for
bringing sewer to the Muir Woods Park area
2009 – Pledges sought for funds to support Phase I
of Sewer project

2010 – Sufficient pledges redeemed to cover costs; Marin
County provides matching funds of $39,500
2010 – Numerous meetings to discuss Sewer project
2010 – Phase I contract signed and work initiated
Planned 2011 activities include:
•
•
•

Complete Phase I study
Hold elections to approve (or not) Sewer Project
If approved, initiate Phase II (engineering design)

Opt-Out Letter: By now everyone should have received a letter describing the steps that can be taken by those who do not
want to be part of the annexed area or assessment district,
under what circumstances they will be able to “opt out” of
these, and the consequences. The letter was not intended to
either encourage or discourage anyone from remaining in
these areas, or trying to avoid being in them. It was intended
to explain the situation. However, if you want to opt out, by 1
March 2011 please provide written (snail mail) notification to:
CSW/Stuber-Stroeh Engineering Group, Inc.
Attn: J. Dietrich Stroeh
45 Leveroni Court, Novato, CA 94949
Questions? Email me: lynnhindley@sbcglobal.net
- Lynn Hindley

Editor’s Input on Sewer/Septic Debate
Now that the discussions are getting into the specifics of costs, I think it’s time to remind ourselves of where the community
input was just one year ago. In the Winter Lookout 2010 issue, a summary of a straw poll indicated a strong preference for
proceeding with the sewer study.
That preference was expressed
by those who voiced their opinions. 60 people of the 111 members of the MWPCA responded
overwhelmingly in favor of bringing the sewer up to our community:
51 in favor and 9 against
Now as we approach the end of
the first phase of the project in
which data is being collected
about all property boundaries, I
find it helpful to revisit where the
community was just a year ago.
Several of you have asked to see
this data again. It appears in the
two charts to the right.
President Obama reminds us of
the importance of respecting each
other in our disagreements. As
we move toward the next step in
deciding whether a sewer system
is better for the community than
the status quo, let’s remember
how important it is for us to be
respectful and civil with each
other, even while we disagree
and come to resolution.
- Lila Daniels
Lookout
Editor
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- Lila Daniels
Lookout Editor

The Value of OUR Community

MWPCA Dues Are Due for 2011!

Having lived in this community for over 40 years I feel
the need to remind myself and my neighbors how
much we enjoyed the pleasure of parallel working
together raising our kids and participating in the activities at the Clubhouse.

MWPCA Members: Return with your annual dues payment.
MWPCA Non-Member Neighbors: Please consider joining.
What the Muir Woods Park Community Association
(MWPCA) is doing for you:
• Disaster Preparedness / Mountain Emergency
Team (Club House is your Disaster Shelter)
• Fire prevention efforts
• Neighborhood Sewer Feasibility Study & mommunity meetings to explore it and other issues
• Social events
• Club House rentals at reduced member rates
What you can do for your community:
• Become a member of the MWPCA; your dues
assist the community
• Volunteer time for community projects
• Share issues that are important to you
• Show up for events and get to know your
neighbors
http://www.mounttam.org

We have helped each other build pieces and parts of
our houses, planted and tended gardens, made food
for the Mt. Play Booths with Priscilla’s gazpacho,
Julian’s bread, and Jean’s quiches. We have aided
sick friends and so on……
I happened upon this old postcard from the General
Store in Boonville. I used ito use t often during the
holidays. I am thinking that it could serve again as a
reminder to us all up here that WE ARE COMMUNITY. Let’s look for ways to be more connected.
- Jean Sublett, 43 Ridge Avenue

MWPCA MEMBERSHIP / DONATIONS
Membership includes Lookout mailed 3-4 times a
year, also available online
$45 household membership $_____
$15 Senior household membership $______
General Donation: $_____
Designated Donation: $_______
CIRCLE:
Building/Landscaping
Children’s Activities Sewer Study
Disaster Prep
$10 Lookout subscription for nonresidents:
$_______ TOTAL $_______
Name/s________________________________________
Address_______________________________________
Phone_________________________________________
E-mail_________________________________________
______________________________________________
Mail to: Muir Woods Park Community Association,
40 Ridge Avenue, Mill Valley, CA 94941
Remember, if we have your e-mail address, you will get
immediate notification about sewer study, neighborhood emergency alerts, social events, and other issues
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Please indicate your preference
for receiving the Lookout via
email vs. print in the future.

A Saturday Hike: Rock Springs to Barth’s Retreat
via the Simmons Trail and back to Rock Springs via the
Cataract Trail. (Two hours for easily distracted slowpokes like me)
I never fully comprehended the word “microclimate” until I
hit the trails on Mt. Tam. I can be in the brush of the high
Arizona desert one minute, the cool, fern-y forests of Washington State the next and the open grasslands of a hilly
Nebraska the next.
I like my biggest reward on the return trip, and I’m a sucker
for the soft gurgling of a creek, so I save Cataract Creek for
the end of the journey. Right out of the parking lot, I make a
right on Benstein Trail. (Henry Benstein and his son helped
build the trail in the 20s.) That quickly turns to Simmons
Trail, named after Charles Simmons, a colonel in the Spanish-American War who led hikes on the mountain. What’s
this? The soothing sounds of a creek already. Determined
sunshine makes its way through a cover of pines and a few
redwoods that require a yoga-worthy backwards neck
stretch to appreciate. The sponge-y path makes me want to
tiptoe. I stop and listen to the musical water. Maybe it’s a
Zen message – a comforting song that tells me to slow
down and pay attention.
It almost seems as if there are as many trees on the ground
as there are reaching upwards, a reminder that wind, rain
and fire are the rulers. The kind, strong humans who come
to chainsaw a path through a six-foot-wide downed redwood are mere serfs who, for their trouble, may stay
awhile.
The human presence is not jarring. Stones lay neatly to
mark the edge of the trail, a weathered bench with old, indecipherable and inoffensive carving, unexpected handmade steps to make the hike a little easier.
The forest abruptly ends and the trail is out in the open.
The rocky, uphill path is surrounded by prickly brush waist
to neck high. Anything could be hiding in those menacing
branches. But then the prettier manzanita bushes take over
and nature returns to its welcoming ways.
Barth’s Retreat was a camping area in the1920s built by
musician and composer Emil Barth, a longtime hiker on the
mountain. It’s a left at Barth’s Retreat (I’ll catch Cataract
Falls another day) onto the Mickey O’Brien Trail (named
after the 1925-26 president of the Tamalpais Conservation
Club). It’s a creekside amble with ferns and moss and gurgles and tree roots that look like old men’s arms or aboutto-surface crocodiles. Pine cones are scattered like
Hansel’s breadcrumbs. Then back to the Cataract Trail.
This isn’t a wildlflower walk. It’s still January and the colors
are brown and green and blue-green and red-brown. The
only burst of color has been the occasional bouquet of red
berries on the manzanita plants. But spring is just around
the corner.
- Diane Curtis
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Watershed News and Steelhead Trout in Our
Creeks
In 1826 Frederick W. Beechy, a geographer, explorer,
imagined our “Table” Mountain (Mount Tam) and the Indian
village of Anamas (Mill Valley) from a bird’s aerial perspective. He mapped the eastern and western flanks of Panoramic Ridge showing a plethora of streams that flowed
through magnificent primeval redwood forests. The subsequent cutting down of these forests, creating grazing land,
was the beginning of our local salmon/steelhead’s demise.
(Beechy’s Map is at the San Francisco Maritime Museum.)
Beechy’s work may be the last work that mapped the hydrology of Muir Woods Park section of the creek system.
Until now, hydrologic mapping, of our area, got left off US
Geological Survey (USGS) maps. We are currently working
with the USGS and Marinmap.org, the Geographic Information Systems (GIS), to ascertain the true hydrologic picture.
Creeks that are not on maps do not stop them from being
protected by laws and carry environmental protections,
such as creek setbacks. Mapping creates a comprehensive
diagram of the dynamic watershed systems of ecosystem/hydrologic functionality for protections and reference.
Mill Valley StreamKeepers.org and Marinwaterheds.org
(Richardson Bay) have some great maps, also, but these
don’t include the newest hydrologic mapping mentioned.
This year when Mill Valley StreamKeepers counted Mill
Valley’s threatened steelhead (Federal and State listed) we
found 55 fish in 11 pools,
plus other fish and river
otters. The National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS)
is working on a Bay Area
wide plan for steelhead recovery that Mill Valley watersheds will become a part of.
Why should we care? Creeks, ephemeral, seasonal and
perennial are critical habitat to 85% of species of amphibians, mammals, fish and birds in our locale. Building on or
too close to creeks and removing vegetation damages ecosystems and causes erosion, impacting water quality
downstream.
Water quality and quantity are impacted by human activities in a variety of ways, including failed septic systems
leaking surface effluent along creeks. Building densities,
drainage and storm water runoff impact groundwater infiltration. Upslope of streams, erosion, and development are
exponentially more detrimental to fish. Hillside building development, above 10% land coverage, causes diminished
stream flows during summer and fall months, killing fish
and destroying habitat. Groundwater losses cause premature dehydration of vegetated hills. Sewage treatment plant
spills ruin habitat and water quality. The multimillion-dollar
fines levied on the Sewerage Agency of Southern Marin
(SASM) evidence the magnitude of such damage. As we
consider our sewer hook up to this system, are these truly
the solutions to our waste problem?
- Laura Chariton: laurachariton@comcast.net

Gratitude for Our Dogs
All of us who are "owned" by our dogs know that their value
is beyond a huge truckload of gold or a winning lottery ticket.
When I am with my dog Zephyr, a certain warm feeling of
love and pride consumes me. Gone are my trivial worries
and cares when Zephyr and I hike on this beautiful, perfect
mountain.

Come Join Us!
Notice our New Bar Menu Hours
Breakfast, Wednesday – Sunday 8:00 am – 11:00 am
Lunch, Wednesday – Sunday

11:30 am – 3:00 pm

Dinner, Wednesday – Sunday

5:30 pm– 8:45 pm

Bar Menu, Wednesday to Sunday
Phone 415-381-9000

3:30—7:00 pm

www.mtnhomeinn.com

Neighbors
Kit Harris is the new President of the PTA at Edna
Maguire School. Congratulations!
Alison Shapiro is engaged and soon to be married.
Congratulations! Also, she recently published an article on the Psychology Today blog dated December
27,2010. Here’s the link:
http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/healingpossibility

Want to contribute to the Lookout?
Our Lookout Issues are filled with contributions from
neighbors. If you’d like to share something, just contact
me with a suggestion about your idea. Typically, articles run 500 words. Photographs are always welcome
and enrich our reading. Send ideas to: lilasd@aol.com

Zephyr is the fourth dog to accompany me through many
decades of adventures and day-to-day life atop our mountain. I feel compelled to write a few words of gratitude. Not
simply for my dog, but all the others as well; the short-haired
dogs, the long-haired dogs, the tall and small dogs. I’ll even
put a word in for the loud, obnoxious dog that bugs some
neighbor and then becomes the sweet, quiet rascal at home.
The unconditional love from my dog gets me through many
challenging days and sometimes lightens the thought of my
human responsibilities.
All of us who walk our dogs seem refreshed and complete.
Perhaps the transcendental peak experience is greeting
someone with a dog and continuing on our way feeling like
we both know a secret. Am I just imagining it? While walking
Zephyr on the many dog-friendly trails on our mountain, we
often meet old friends and make new ones. I engage in conversation and he in engages in decidedly canine activities.
High above the Bay Area we spot a squirrel and that, too,
becomes a conversation. "Zephyr, slow down boy, you can't
climb trees and should perhaps consider just watching the
cute grey squirrel.”
We run into Zephyr’s buddy
Sage. I take him off the leash
for a few minutes as they
cavort about in the old place
where the horse once lived
at the end of the street. All is
good and the little rascal is
on cloud nine. Just to see my
dog so happy puts a smile on
my face. It seems to hold
true for most people/dog
walking duos.
What’s astounding is the variety and sheer number of remarkable dogs living on this mountain. It would be fun to take
a poll and find out what they think. There is a reason why
complex semantics are missing from the human/canine
equation (despite the fact that I talk to HIM). Words would
only make us skim the surface and we would never get to the
simple and secure love that warms the heart of every dog
and dog lover.
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John Lovell, Photographer

It would be fun to have a dog get-together and potluck at the
clubhouse. It’s easy to break into a conversation with a dog
owner. Heck, you are already on the 'same page' when you
are living on the mountain with man’s best friend. Let's hear it
for our canine buddies, "Arf", "Woof" and "Bow, wow.” Man,
the dogs live well up here! And, let me know if you’d like to
join Zephyr and me at the clubhouse sometime...
- Andy Lillestol
andyjudymari@yahoo.com

Volunteer Fire Lookout Recruitment for
Mount Tamalpais and Mount Barnabe
The Marin County Fire Department is looking for volunteers to staff their fire lookouts during fire season from
June through October. No experience necessary.
Training begins in the spring and there will be at least a
couple of opportunities to attend the initial training in the
months of April and May.
The minimum commitment is four 8 hour shifts at either fire
lookout and anytime during the entire fire season.
Please visit our website at: http://marinlookouts.com for
more information.
If interested contact the program manager, Don Keylon, at:
Email – dkeylon@co.marin.ca.us
Work – 415-388-5414
Cell – 707-480-2214

Bus Service in the Neighborhood
Marin Transit would like to remind riders of the availability of
The Stage coming through our
neighborhood. Call them at
415/526-3239 or go to the following website for schedule updates: http://www.marintransit.org/stage.html.

2011 Neighborhood Directory for Residents
We’ll never have all the information we seek, so this is
the year for a new directory, no matter what! If you haven’t done so yet, please send your contact information via
email directly to Harold Dittmer, our trusty data base
manager at:
hdittmer@sbcglobal.net
Or complete the information when you renew your membership with MWPCA for 2011. This directory is for
neighborhood use only and will not be shared outside
Muir Woods Park members.
Please also indicate your preference for receiving future
issues of the Lookout electronically. We’d like to move
that direction to save expenses.

Knitters: “Mt .Tam Purls”
Monday, February 21st, 4:00 PM
For those of you discovering knitting as a relaxing and sociable way to know your neighbors, come join the Mt. Tam
Purls every 3rd Monday from 4:00—6:00 PM. Location will
be at 604 Panoramic Highway to begin. Who knows? We
may decide to use the clubhouse as the weather improves…..and even meet more frequently……..
- Lila Daniels
lilasd@aol.com or 415/819-0845
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Waxy Caps, Witch’s Butter, Winter Wonders
Exploring the peaks and valleys of Mt. Tam rank high on
my must-so list for the New Year. Each season witnesses change. Wet, cool, January and February are the
months when Nature reveals her winter decor.
The arrival of January 2011 brought with it the usual rain,
cold, mud, frozen windshields, lost power, falling tree
branches. January’s more congenial companions were
not far behind.
A recent hike on the Mountain left me in awe. Mushrooms popped their tops through wet, dense soil. Cascading waterfalls splashed a song of full reservoirs. Brilliant greens of ferns
draped themselves
over trails, trees’
branches formed
umbrellas sheltering coral mushrooms, and lush
plants gripped the
water-engorged
earth. Merging together, they
painted a canvas of winter images.
On a hike to Bon Tempe Dam, I paid particular attention
to the emerging crop of mushrooms. Some might think,
“If you’ve seen one mushroom, you’ve seen them all.”
Not so. A full color palate of Sulfur Tufts, Russulas, Rosy
Rusullas, Jack-o-Lanterns, Oysters, Waxy Caps, Witch’s
Caps, Chanterelles, Black Witch’s Butter, Candy Caps,
Bleeding Milk Caps, Turkey Tails, King Alfred’s Cakes,
Elfin Saddles, Fairy Bath Tubs, Stalked Orange Peel
Fungus, and Bitter Brown Leucopaxillus – just to name a
few – proudly presented themselves for our eyes to enjoy.
An end of January hike along the San Geronimo Ridge
treated hikers to an unusual black Elfin Saddle mushroom growing at the foot of a giant redwood. The ridge
trail led us into a serpentine rock area where dwarfed
cypress trees grow. The trail meandered through a
Douglas fir forest and then into a forest of majestic redwoods. We were told that the winter mushrooms are
waning. Luckily the Death Cap amanita season is mostly
behind us, and the Spring Waxy caps are here for a bit
longer.
This year’s Mountain winter show includes Lichens (Old
Man’s Beard, Puff lichen), birds (Double Crested Cormorants, Osprey), trees (California Toreya, Douglas Fir,
Redwood, Bay, Madrone, Tan Oak) and ferns (Wood
Fern, Sword Fern, California Polypody, Goldback, Chain,
Serpentine). There are wildflower coming attractions to
anticipate: Milkmaids, Pacific Snakeroot, and Star Lilies.
Treat yourself to walk on the trails of Mt. Tam and its
beauty will reward you.
- Susan Johnson

Yoga on the Mountain
Sutat continues teaching our evening yoga
classes beginning at 6:30 PM every
Wednesday.
Sutat’s
teaching style
introduces
beginners in a
safe and
uncomplicated
manner, while
encouraging
seasoned
practitioners to
move deeper
into postures.
The focus on breathing brings benefits at all
levels. Sutat brings over 25 years experience
in the mind/body arts, including over a decade
spent in Asia studying with the masters.
Many people remember him from his years
spent at Rancho La Puerta Spa, where he
taught yoga as well as meditation and Tai
Chi. Living on the mountain, he is thrilled to

Thank you, Kathleen,
for the quarterly real
estate updates!

Kathleen Delehanty
Listing and selling properties on Mt. Tam.
Contact me...Let my 20+ years experience on The Mountain
work for you.
415/755-8300 or Kathleen4re@yahoo.com

ACTIVE
20 Marin View (auction)

2Br/1Ba

$375,000

50 Washington Park

4Br/3.5Ba

$1,395,000

354 Panoramic

3Br/2Ba

$1,549,000

55 Ridge Ave.

4Br/3.5Ba

$3,995,000

PENDING
473 Panoramic

6Br/3Ba

65 Marin View

2Br/3.5Ba

$959,000

SOLD
690 Panoramic

1Br/1Ba

442 Panoramic

3Br/2Ba

332 Panoramic

4Br/3.5Ba

$320,000
$855,000
$1,835,000

LOTS ACTIVE

Thank you, Keith, for serving on the
MWPCA Board, and……..for your leadership of the largest annual MWPCA fund
raiser: our booth at the Mill Valley Fall Arts
Festival.
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44 Washington Park

.234 acre

$99,000

‘82’ Washington Park

.22 acre

$125,000

Redwood Rd

.689 acre

56 Mountain Lane

.161 acre

$249,000
$334,000

SOLD
Redwood

.167 acre

$16,000

ECKMAN ENVIRONMENTAL

FOO HAUL

Noadiah Eckman, Geologist

Available for light hauling,
moving and dump runs.
3/4 ton PU truck

SEPTIC SYSTEM DESIGN
& REPAIR

Call Foo Kennedy
388-3939

Peculation Testing, Regulatory Compliance
1131 Washington Ave.
Albany, CA 94706

Office: (510) 530-9400
Cell: (510) 390-3992

noahdiah.eckman@gmail.com

It’s not always clear
What to do
When problems arise
From the blue

Cell: 279 2332

But you’re not alone
Just pick up the phone
And follow suggestions from Foo
- Josefa Heifetz

Mountain Repair Service

Cell: 415/272-2323

Tree work
Brush Clearance/Defensible Space
Light Construction
Home Maintenance

Matthew Pouliot

Pacific Union GMAC
Real Estate
Mill Valley, CA
Primary: 415-265-7020

matthew.pouliot@pacunion.com
Http://www.PouliotProperties.com

Call Andy Lillestol at 302-7790 (Cell)
388-6226 (Office)
ann matranga
♦
editor and writing
coach
books and articles
“JUST WRITE”
♦
415.332.4924

This ad space could be yours:
$50/year (3-4 issues)
$100/year for larger size
We’ll adjust fees if you decide to join in
later this year.
Contact Faybeth Diamond for details at
415/388-9255.

Special thanks to our advertisers for their ongoing support.
Remember to consult with them should you have the occasion to use
any of their services.

This year will be a publishing transition for the Lookout…..from
print to primarily electronic copies. Costs continue to mount and so,
as we are able to collect email addresses for members and nonmembers, we will begin to build the email distribution list. In the future, those who wish to receive print versions will be asked to pay a
supplemental fee.
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2011 MWPCA Board Officers
President

Peter Hindley

phindley@nexant.com

VP

Keith Papulias

383-0269

Treasurer

Carol Stern

huckleberrycas@yahoo.com

Rec. Sec.

Diane Curtis

dianecurtis@mail.com

Corresp.
Sec.

Lynn Hindley

lynnhindley@sbcglobal.net
388-7252

Director

Lila Daniels

lilasd@aol.com

Director

Faybeth Diamond

388-9255
fbdlive@comcast.net

Director

Harold Dittmer

hdittmer@sbcglobal.net

Director

Nancy Klasky Gribler

nancy.gribler@yahoo.com

Director

Susan Johnson

susancaj@comcast.net

Director

John Lovell

golfodulce@yahoo.com
Committees
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Clubhouse Rentals

Lynn Hindley

Safety/Emergency

Susan Johnson/Faybeth Diamond

Lookout Newsletter

Lila Daniels

Webmaster

Diane Curtis

Tech Consultant

Peter Spear: 383-1842

Parenting

Jennifer Sheetz: 383-3185

Sewer Committee

Lynn Hindley

Community Calendar - see online for
updates
www.mounttam.org
FEBRUARY
Thursday
Monday

10 Board Meeting
6:30 PM
Kinsey/Sewer-Septic 7:00 PM
21 Knitting Group
4:00 PM
MARCH

Thursday
Saturday
Monday

10 Board Meeting
19 St Patrick’s Dinner
21 Knitting Group

7:00 PM
6:00 PM
4:00 PM

APRIL
Thursday
Saturday
Monday

14 Board Meeting
16 Work Day
18 Knitting Group

7:00 PM
9:00 AM
400 PM

Saturday

23 Easter Egg Hunt

9:00 AM

Clubhouse Available for Rent
Rates, rules, forms, calendar and all information
about what is included are on the website: http://
www.mounttam.org. Special member discounts.

